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INTERVIEW WITH THE MANAGING CHAIRMAN

“Thanks to
its innovation
capabilities,

Michelin is and
always will
be a source
of solutions.”
INTERVIEW WITH
FLORENT MENEGAUX
MANAGING CHAIRMAN
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How did Michelin respond
to the Covid-19 crisis?

“By 2030, tires will
account for around

florent menegaux

We responded promptly in a spirit of solidarity. Our
production plants in China, our experience during
the 2008 financial crisis and our crisis management
training all prepared us to respond very quickly to
protect our employees and our business operations.

70% of the Group’s
revenue stream, which

All over the world, our teams have demonstrated a
remarkable commitment to helping everyone fight
the pandemic, by assisting emergency services, for
example, or maintaining essential activities. I would
like to commend them all once again.
Lastly, thanks to our investments in the cloud and
collaborative applications, we shifted to working
from home without any major technical difficulties.
Overall, we’re weathering this unprecedented global
crisis as well as possible.

What has been the impact on the
Group’s operations and performance?
The health crisis and the lockdowns
imposed in most countries sharply curtailed economic
activity in the first half, causing a steep drop in
tire demand. However, demand rebounded quickly
in the second half, almost to 2019 levels in certain
segments. The Group has demonstrated a great
deal of resilience in this unprecedented situation.
Our global footprint and diversified business base
helped to cushion the shock. Our cost-cutting
and financial management measures successfully
maintained margin integrity in our operations and
strengthened our balance sheet.
f.l.

Sales ended the year at €20 billion, down 15% due
to the 14% decline in volumes and the negative
2.6% impact from exchange rate movements.
Segment operating income amounted to €1.9 billion
or 9.2% of sales, versus 12.5% in 2019. This resilience
reflects the successful positioning of our products and
services, and demonstrates our ability to defend our
prices in the more aggressive business environment
created by plunging markets. We also pursued our
commitment to becoming more competitive with
the launch of a simplification and competitiveness
plan in France.
Structural free cash flow exceeded €2 billion, a
€400 million year-on-year increase attributable
not only to our diligent cash management but also
to the exceptionally low year-end inventory levels,
which are serving temporarily to ensure that our
customers receive good service.

will have become much
larger in the meantime.”

Gearing stood at 28%, reflecting the Group’s
financial strength and enabling us to recommend
the payment of a dividend of €2.30 per share
compared with €2.00 for 2019.

Michelin’s All Sustainable approach
seeks a balance between economic
development, personal fulfillment,
and safeguarding the planet.
How did you respond to people
and the planet in 2020?
f.l.
People’s health and safety are absolute
priorities, as we once again demonstrated in 2020
by taking care to protect all our employees, support
our most vulnerable suppliers and customers, and
help all our communities around the world. As a
result, we saw an improvement in social cohesion,
with everyone feeling like they had a role to play in
overcoming this together. The employee engagement
rate even hit 83%, a two-point increase on 2019.

Among the year’s advances was the creation of
the Michelin Global Works Council, which will act
as a new worldwide forum for social dialogue to
pro-actively plan for transformations and support
their implementation. Michelin is a living organism
that is constantly adapting to its environment.
As a company, our responsibility is to improve our
performance and develop businesses that can survive
and thrive far into the future. That comes with a
heavy social responsibility, to work together to find
consensus solutions and to support the people and
communities impacted by plant closures and job cuts.
In 2020, we stepped up employee support initiatives
and deployed revitalization programs in Dundee (UK),
in Bamberg (Germany), and in La Roche-sur-Yon
and Clermont-Ferrand (France), all of which are
focused on innovation and green growth.
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Our objectives
for 2030 are
ambitious

The La Roche-sur-Yon plant, for example, will be
transformed into a sustainable energy innovation
cluster.We’ve also announced the Parc Cataroux
project, which will comprise a Talent Factory that
will enable everyone, whether a Michelin employee
or not, to continuously develop their skills and
prepare for the jobs of tomorrow, while fostering
closer ties between the private sector and academia.
Concerning the planet, our 2020 objective was
to reduce the environmental footprint of our
manufacturing operations by 50% compared with
2005. That goal was met, despite the production
shutdowns and restarts caused by the health crisis.
We also launched MICHELIN e.PRIMACY, the
first tire that is carbon neutral at the time of
purchase. In-use, it is also the most cost-efficient
and environmentally friendly tire in its category
and the first for which an Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD)(1) has been issued. We pursued
our commitment to the circular economy and formed
two new partnerships, one with Enviro to recycle
end-of-life tires using pyrolysis technology and
the other with Pyrowave to produce styrene(2)
from plastic waste. Michelin was also appointed
coordinator of the European public-private
partnership BlackCycle, a major research project
to recover resources from scrap tires to make new
ones. These projects are helping us to meet our
ambitious goal of manufacturing our tires entirely
from sustainable materials by 2050.

“For 2050, we’re
aiming to make all
our manufacturing,
supply and logistics
operations carbon
neutral and to use

only sustainable materials
in our tires.”
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Exceed an

85%

employee engagement
rate and set the
industry standard
for diversity

Michelin completed its latest
five-year plan in 2020.
How would you describe the outcomes?
We met most of our social responsibility
and environmental objectives. Our progress is
reflected in our ratings from the leading ESG rating
agencies. The Group reported a profit every year
from 2016 to 2020 and, as promised, an average
35% of consolidated net income was returned to
shareholders over the period.
f.l.

We innovated and enhanced our offering, with
18-inch and larger tires increasing from 25% to
47% of MICHELIN-brand unit sales between 2015
and 2020. We have realigned and adjusted our
manufacturing footprint in response to changing
demand and markets. We are now producing closer to
our customers following acquisition of Multistrada
in Indonesia and ramp-up of the new León plant in
Mexico. We are building more resilient local supply
chains. We have expanded our dealership presence
in every geography, while fostering synergies
between brick & mortar stores and online retailers.
Digitalization has been deployed across the value
chain, where it is driving improvements in agility,
efficiency and customer service.
Our competitiveness plans delivered the expected
gains, with nearly €900 million in savings before
inflation over the 2017-2019 period. In 2020, the
health crisis weighed on manufacturing productivity,
but we were able to significantly reduce corporate
overheads. And we’re not finished yet. In January
2021, we launched a three-year simplification
and competitiveness plan that concerns all our
manufacturing, corporate and administrative
operations in France.
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“Michelin is a
living organism

that is constantly
adapting to its
environment.”

Lastly, we led an assertive strategy of partnerships
and acquisitions to broaden our range of specialties,
develop our services and solutions for corporate
customers and leverage, in new applications, the
high-tech materials expertise we’ve acquired in our
core business. In this way, we’re opening up new
avenues of growth for the Group, while enhancing
the impact of the MICHELIN brand.

In April 2021, you presented
the Group’s roadmap to 2030(3).
What are its driving forces?
We want to generate stronger sustainable
growth and create value that is evenly distributed
among profit, people and the planet. Our objectives
are ambitious:
• increase our sales by an average 5% a year as
from 2023, once the crisis is over, and deliver a
more than 10.5% return on capital employed;
• exceed an 85% employee engagement rate and
set the industry standard for diversity;
• demonstrate outcomes on track to meet our 2050
objectives of making all our manufacturing, supply
and logistics operations carbon neutral and using
only sustainable materials in our tires.
f.l.

To fulfill this vision, we’re expanding our business
base in, around and beyond tires. We’re going
to continue focusing on premium and specialty
tires where our technologies make a difference
and are highly valued. We’re going to expand our

portfolio of services and solutions, capitalizing on
connected mobility technology and our collected
data. We’re going to drive faster growth in hightech materials with major potential, such as
high-performance polymers, medical applications,
sustainable bio-sourced and recycled materials,
metal 3D printing and hydrogen mobility systems.
By 2030, tires should account for around 75%
of the Group’s revenue stream, which will have
become much larger in the meantime, with a better
balanced geographic and segment mix in a portfolio
of businesses in, around and beyond tires.
The Covid-19 crisis is going to accelerate the
transition towards a greener, more virtuous
economy. Our Michelin All-Sustainable approach
has emerged from it stronger than ever. Michelin
stands to benefit from the economic stimulus plans
deployed in Europe, the Americas and Asia, whose
ultimate goals – zero-emission manufacturing,
sustainable mobility, the energy transition, hydrogen
power, the circular economy and biomaterials – are
resonant with our own. Thanks to its innovation
capabilities, Michelin is and always will be a source
of solutions.

(1) An EPD quantifies a product’s environmental impacts
throughout its life cycle. It is verified by a third party.
(2) Styrene is used in particular in the production
of synthetic rubber for tires.
(3) www.michelin.com I Finance I Investor Presentations.
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